TCS Mobility and Pervasive Computing

Digital Enterprise Unit

Mobility and pervasive computing are critical signposts in today's connected
workplace, enabling better strategy execution through anytime anywhere access to
information and solutions. Recent years have witnessed large-scale innovation and
adoption in this segment, enabling businesses to seamlessly connect with their end
users and customers through mobile devices. To improve customer satisfaction and
revenue by transforming core business processes, enhancing engagement initiatives,
optimizing costs, and promoting workforce productivity, organizations need an
effective mobility strategy.
Tata Consultancy Services' (TCS') Mobility and Pervasive Computing offerings include
comprehensive mobility services and solutions that help organizations enhance
engagement and interaction with their customers, partners, and employees. Backed
by our industry alliances and experience, our robust mobile products and services
enable enterprises to build rich knowledge bases and strengthen backend systems.

Overview

Our Solution

The rapid proliferation of smart devices in business
operations have led to a complex mobile environment.
Adding to this complexity is the number and diversity
of mobile applications - built for different platforms,
using different tools and frameworks. This has resulted
in isolated and inefficient systems. Moreover, as
enterprises increasingly adopt bring-your-own-device
(BYOD) policies, the vulnerability of transactions
necessitates strict security measures. To realize
competitive advantage, enterprises need to effectively
manage device diversity and architecture options to
improve user experience.

We offer:

TCS' Mobility and Pervasive Computing offerings span
end to end consumer and enterprise mobility services.
Our consultants analyze and formulate business
process strategies by adopting the best suited mobility
roadmap (native, hybrid or web application). We
continually review developments in areas such as
gamification, social media, context-aware location
services, and augmented reality to recommend and
deploy them. Our solutions leverage the capabilities
of wearable computing devices, watches and ibeacons,
network appliances, and the Internet of Things (IoT).
We implement newer platform version features and
through functional, non-functional, cross-functional
and usability testing, ensure mobile app compatibility
with newer technology. Working closely with business
users, our architects and user experience designers
develop intuitive and creative solutions that drive
operational efficiencies and enhance brand value.

n
A comprehensive customized mobility strategy

aligned to business objectives. This is backed by
our spectrum of services spanning mobile strategy
consulting, user experience and design, application
development, testing and maintenance, mobile
security analysis and integration with mobile
advertisement network.
n
Industry agnostic portfolio of solution offerings

that include TCS Mobility API offerings and TCS
dreamUPTM. Our API offerings enable API service
identification, infrastructure analysis, and API
Gateway provisioning and management for the
enterprise. TCS dreamUPTM enables visualization
of data through rich graphs without the necessity
of coding.

Benefits
TCS' Mobility and Pervasive Computing offerings
deliver value to your business through:
n
Cost effective and customized applications:

Accelerate mobile application development at
a reasonable cost with our mature mobile
architecture as well as rapidly scalable engineering
talent. Ensure close coordination, faster issue
resolution, improved visibility, and faster
deployment of your mobile applications with
our iterative agile development approach.
n
Improved application security: Protect data

and counter security threats, with our security
assessment and strategies and our products that
are tested, validated and certified by a strong
team of mobile and IT security experts.
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The TCS Advantage
TCS' ability to provide outstanding mobility services
and products is supported by our:
n
Differentiated mobility architectures: We employ

'thin-client rich-client' for pure native, top-of-thepyramid applications which keep the client code
on the devices as small as possible. Our hybrid
architecture for broad-based applications allows a
single codebase across multiple platforms. We use
ready to integrate intellectual property and prebuilt solutions to speed up time to market.
n
Enhanced user experience design: Our dedicated

user experience team conducts research in our
Mobile Usability Test lab using eye-tracking
equipment and task-tracking software. We follow
a five step approach: Discovery (contextual
analysis, and benchmarking), Content Generation

(brainstorm and explore designs), Prototyping
(check feasibility), Design (interaction design
specification, and graphics specification) and
Validation (using real users and the lab facilities)
to deliver intuitive and innovative solutions.
n
Dedicated collaboration center: TCS' Mobility

and Pervasive Computing unit is headquartered in
Silicon Valley. Besides hosting our Usability lab,
it serves as a collaboration hub for TCS, our clients,
and partners, providing added agility in addressing
client needs.
n
Global Network Delivery Model™: Our domain

knowledge enables us to cross pollinate ideas
from one industry into another. Our interconnected
global delivery model empowers us to draw on
organizational capabilities to deliver superior
solutions.

About TCS’ Digital Enterprise Unit
The TCS Digital Enterprise unit applies the Digital Five Forces – Mobility and Pervasive
Computing, Big Data and Analytics, Social Media, Cloud, and Artificial Intelligence & Robotics –
to meet the unique needs and opportunities of each industry. We help clients reimagine their
business models, products and services, customer segments, channels, business processes, and
workplaces by leveraging a combination of the Digital Five Forces to gain sustained competitive
advantage.
Our experienced global team includes business strategy consultants, business analysts, digital
marketers, user experience designers, data scientists, and engineers who are passionate about
today's digital technologies and their impact on businesses. Backed by our technology vendor
partnerships, pre-built customizable products and reusable assets, and deep industry expertise,
we offer everything an enterprise needs for complete Digital Reimagination™.

Contact
For more information about the TCS’ Digital Enterprise unit, visit:
http://www.tcs.com/digital-enterprise/Pages/default.aspx
Email: digital.enterprise@tcs.com

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that
delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering
and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM,
recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group,
India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National
Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

